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Troubleshooting PostgreSQLPackt Publishing, 2015

	Intercept problems and challenges typically faced by PostgreSQL database administrators with the best troubleshooting techniques


	About This Book

	
		Detect and solve performance, indexing, and fuzzy matches problems and more in an effective way
	
		Tune PostgreSQL databases and remove bottlenecks...
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Concepts of Database ManagementCourse Technology PTR, 2007

	This concise yet comprehensive introduction to fundamental database concepts is an indispensable resource to develop your knowledge of database management concepts. Now in its sixth edition, Concepts of Database Management maintains the focus on real-world cases that made previous editions so effective addressing the most current database issues...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Microsoft Office Access 2003Que, 2003
Microsoft Access 2003 is a powerful, relational database software package that makes it easier for you to create and manage complex databases. With Access, you can create a database quickly from scratch or by using the Access database Wizard. Once you've created your database, Access provides all the tools you need to enter and...
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Beginning PHP and PostgreSQL E-Commerce: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2006
The PHP language and PostgreSQL database server have long offered an ideal blend of practicality and power for both the novice and experienced programmer alike. Yet the continued evolution of both technologies makes them better suited to drive enterprise-class applications than ever before. In Beginning PHP and PostgreSQL E-Commerce: From...
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Oracle Essbase 9 Implementation GuidePackt Publishing, 2009

	The hot new data analysis trends involve business intelligence and analytics. The technology that supports business intelligence and analytics better than anything else is today's multidimensional OLAP technology - and there is none better than Oracle Essbase! Although storing data in a cube and developing analytical applications leaves...
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C++ Database DevelopmentMIS Press, 1994

	Learn the fundamentals of creating and using object oriented databases with C++ Database Development, 2nd Edition. This comprehensive guide covers the history and principles of database management, advanced techniques for designing and writing C++ persistent object database programs, and using PARODY the Persistent, Almost-Relational...
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Microsoft Silverlight 5 and Windows Azure Enterprise IntegrationPackt Publishing, 2012

	Microsoft Silverlight is a powerful development platform for creating rich media applications and line of business applications for the web and desktop.


	Microsoft Windows Azure is a cloud services operating system that serves as the development, service hosting, and service management environment for the Windows Azure platform.
...
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Pentaho 5.0 Reporting by Example: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn to use the power of Pentaho for Business Intelligence reporting in a series of simple, logical stages. From installation in Windows or Linux right through to publishing your own Java web application, it's all here.


	Overview

	
		Install and configure PRD in Linux and Windows
	
		Create...
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Pro Hibernate 3 (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2005
Pro Hibernate 3 is the first book to offer complete coverage of the open source lightweight Hibernate 3 and its new features. Authors Dave Minter and Jeff Linwood discuss the new persistence layer and share design tips and best practices. And the duo goes beyond just explaining "how to" use parts of Hibernate; they probe well...
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CherryPy Essentials: Rapid Python Web Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2007
This book covers the CherryPy library for Python web development from its history and installation through its main features and core concepts to its integration with Python and other products to construct, test, and deploy a sample photoblog application. The author Sylvain Hellegouarch is dedicated to the development of free software projects and...
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CouchDB: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Three of CouchDb's creators show you how to use this document-oriented database as a standalone application framework or with high-volume, distributed applications. With its simple model for storing, processing, and accessing data, CouchDb is ideal for web applications that handle huge amounts of loosely structured data. That...
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Professional SQL Server 2000 Database DesignWrox Press, 2001
SQL Server 2000 is the latest and most powerful version of Microsoft's data warehousing and relational database management system.
 Professional SQL Server 2000 Database Design provides an outline of the techniques that the designer can employ to make effective use of the full range of facilities that SQL Server 2000 offers. It attempts to move...
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